Y-kampus

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION SERVICES IN T3
What is Y-kampus?

- Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
- Platform and support to start up a company or develop a business idea
- For students, teachers, researchers and other university staff
- Courses, events, mentoring and networking
In Y-kampus we believe that bringing people together to exchange ideas is the perfect ground for entrepreneurship and innovation.
So many ways to be an entrepreneur!

- Remote work entrepreneur
- Subcontractor
- Start up-entrepreneur
- Stakeholder entrepreneur
- Light entrepreneur
- Social entrepreneur
- Team entrepreneur
- Part-time entrepreneur
Three locations, three Y-kampuses
History of Y-kampus

- Yritystalli is founded in TUT
- Proacademy is founded in TAMK
- Talli is founded in TUT
- The decision of founding Y-kampus together is taken in spring 2016
- Three Y-kampuses founded in September 2016
- Y-kampus is founded in TAMK
  Entrepreneurial Tampere Network Event
Events at Y-kampus

- Events in Finnish & in English
- Themes: branding, productizing, marketing etc.
- Almost all of the events are organized in collaboration with companies and organizing the events is mainly the responsibility of students
- It is free to attend
- Marketing through email, website, events calendar and social media
Studies

• Y-kampus entrepreneurial studies are open for all students in TUT, UTA and TAMK

• Course registration is via Cross Institutional Studies service and courses take place in Hervanta, Kauppi or Keskusta (centrum)

• For example Business Development, Business Models, Sales Competences, Commercialization...
Working with companies

• All events are open for entrepreneurs and interest groups
• It is possible to rent Y-kampus for company function: for example recruiting event or recreational activities
• Y-kampus hosts a mentoring network with over 100 professionals and entrepreneurs willing to give their time
• Mentors give speeches in Y-kampus events, do sparring with young entrepreneurs and give their expertise and real life assignments in courses
Y-kampus in numbers 2016

3401 Credits given in Courses
2923 Participants in Events
923 Students in Courses
71 Business idea Sparrings
43 Number of Events
19 Number of Courses
Do you have a dream, idea, innovation, or company? Join us and make it happen!

Visit and/or contact us!

Y-kampus City Center is located in corridor A0 of the Tampere University main building.

Maria Ruokonen, producer
maria.ruokonen@staff.uta.fi
+ 358 (0) 50 437 7138

http://y-kampus.fi/en/